Predicting missing quality of life data that were later recovered: an empirical comparison of approaches.
The aim was to compare simple imputation, multiple imputation, and modeling approaches to deal with 'missing' quality of life data. Data were obtained from five clinical trials, which employed a reminder system for follow-up questionnaires. Previous studies have compared imputation strategies by artificially removing data according to prespecified mechanisms. Our approach differs from previous study as actual collected data are utilized. Data obtained by reminder were initially treated as missing. These missing values were imputed using a variety of simple and multiple imputation strategies. The trials were analyzed using the imputed datasets, and the resulting treatment effects compared to analyses using the full dataset including responses following reminders. A repeated measures model was also carried out on the available data and the pattern mixture models were employed. The accuracy of the different strategies was assessed by calculating the bias seen in the calculated treatment difference compared to the actual observed treatment difference. Baseline carried forward or last value carried forward were shown to be the best simple imputation methods in this setting. Multiple imputation using a regression model or predictive mean match model tended to provide treatment difference estimates with the least bias when compared to the actual observed data. Pattern mixture models did not perform well. Overall, the multiple imputation procedures were generally the least biased approaches. A number of imputation and modeling procedures have been investigated but this list is not exhaustive. All the example datasets come from the same data source and perhaps studies from additional disease areas would have been useful. However, we feel the results are generalizable to other quality of life outcomes and clinical areas. Multiple imputation is recommended for missing quality of life data as it makes the assumption of missing at random which in the quality of life setting is more plausible than the assumption of missing completely at random for which most simple imputation methods are based. Pattern mixture models can be complex and did not perform well in this setting.